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td edition A-Quality, Compact, and Fast Mastering Compressor for KlipBoost's KlipSpace v2 platform. This plugin is intended to provide a reasonably easy way to create small-ish compressed files, with a few parameters to change the compression ratio. The plug-in is highly configurable,
and runs as a standalone application, with a command line interface (CLI) that allows for easy customisation of the plug-in parameters. It is intended for non-professional use, and provides compression that is serviceable for various sorts of audio, including: - Hi-res production recordings Digital Music - Audiobooks - Movie soundtracks - Professional Mixes Requirements This plugin requires either the v1 or v2 (the second one being beta) version of KlipSpace, a stand-alone application with an appropriate licence. Installation Download the Zip package from your preferred
site, or the KlipBoost website, extract it to the correct folder on your hard drive, and then launch the application. Configuring the Plugin The CLI is a command line interface, and is highly configurable. The command line parameters are as follows: -f - a file path (required) -i - an input file
(required) -r - the compression ratio to use (e.g. 2.0 means compression ratio of 2:1, 1.0 means no compression and 1.5 means compression ratio of 1.5:1) -d - a desired number of megabytes of compressed output (e.g. 2 would give a 2-bit compressed file) The optional parameters are as
follows: -n - a number of frames to apply (this is intended for "loop-processing" of a looping file) -y - an amount of zero time compression to apply to the output. This is essentially a minor output delay -h - whether or not to compress the file headers (this is recommended because some
audio file formats will not work if the headers are included) The option for loop-processing is only available when the input is a looping file. Usage The CLI provides some default options for some of the parameters, which can be changed if desired. If a.wav file is selected for input, it will
first be converted to a
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